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CageCaptureTM SF6
Summary – Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) is the most potent greenhouse gas, with a global warming
potential 23,500 times that of CO2 and an estimated atmospheric lifetime of 800 – 3,200 years. Over
80% of SF6 produced is used by electricity grid networks, as an insulator for electrical switchgear.
CageCaptureTM SF6 can reversibly capture SF6 to tackle leaks from pipework in industrial settings.

The Technology is an organic cage molecule that efficiently captures gaseous SF6 from the air, under
normal atmospheric conditions. The operating conditions are a breakthrough in the application of
nanoporous materials for SF6 capture. The key properties of CageCaptureTM SF6 are:
•

Exhibits the highest reported SF6 selectivity at ambient conditions, shown in Figure 1,
outperforming other porous materials such as carbon, zeolites and metal organic
frameworks. CageCaptureTM SF6 has a selectivity of 178 at 1 bar.

•

Remarkable adsorption capacity of 36 % by mass, or 2.9 SF6 molecules per cage
molecule.

•

Highly stable in aqueous and acidic environments.

•

Recovery and recycling of SF6 through pressure and temperature desorption.

SF6 is extremely chemically stable, making it an excellent insulator in electrical switchgear.
CageCaptureTM SF6 physically absorbs SF6, in a reversible process so the high value gas can be
desorbed and recycled.
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Figure 1: Structure of CageCapture™ material with SF6 held in cavity (a) and gas sorption isotherm for
SF6 uptake of CageCapture™ material (b).

Differentiation from current technology
Currently, SF6 leaks in electricity grid networks are isolated by monitoring the pressure held within
switchgear. Precise leak location is difficult and relies on expensive technology. CageCaptureTM SF6 can
be incorporated into easy to deploy and efficient technology for leak detection and capture.

Stability
The cage material is thermally and chemically stable. Tests on the material show no drop in
performance, even after 1 year.

Processability
Unlike activated carbons and other porous frameworks (e.g., zeolites, MOFs), CageCapture™ materials
can be processed from organic solvents. This allows processing into a wide variety of formats such as
powders, coatings on filters, paints and coating, fabrics, and other useful formats. Figure 2 shows
incorporation onto activated carbon (a), HEPA filter fibres (b), and electrospun hollow fibres (c).
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Figure 2: SEM images of CageCapture™ applied to (a) activated carbon (5% loading), (b) HEPA filter,
and (c) hollow fibres mixed with cellulose acetate.

Suitability for scale-up
CageCapture™ material is suitable for scale-up. The material is formed by a two-step, high yielding
reaction at room temperature using readily available starting materials. Currently, our laboratory based
reactor can produce at kilogram scale per week. The cost of production has been reduced ten-fold
over the last year.

Solutions for SF6 alternatives
Alternative insulating gases are emerging are viable alternatives for some gas insulated switchgear
installations. These substitutes have a lower GWP than SF6 however the most promising are fluorinated
and still have a GWP hundreds of times greater than CO2. For example, g3 is an alternative developed
by GE and is mainly comprised of C4F7N and shown in Figure 3. The tunability of CageCapture™
materials means that our technology can be adapted to capture these emerging pollutants and our
state-of-the-art computational tools suggest that materials already exist in our library that are suitable
for the capture of these SF6 alternatives.

Figure 3: CageCapture™ for C4F7N, the main component of g3, a insulating gas produced by GE.

